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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to construct some explicit polynomial spline 
approximation operators for real-valued functions defined on intervals or 
on reasonable sets in higher dimensions. Specifically, we consider operators 
of the form Qf = C h,flV, where {Ni} is a sequence of B-splines and {Xi} 
is a sequence of linear functionals chosen so that 
(i) Qf can be applied to a wide class of functions, including, for 
example, continuous or integrable functions; 
(ii) Q is local in the sense that Qf(x) depends only on values of 
fin a small neighborhood of x; 
(iii) Qf approximates smooth functions f with an order of accuracy 
comparable to best spline approximation. 
Such approximation schemes have several important advantages over 
spline interpolation. They can be constructed directly without matrix 
inversion, local error bounds are obtained naturally, and for lower derivatives 
the error bounds can be made independent of any mesh ratios. 
Since the key to obtaining operators Q with property (iii) is to require 
Q to reproduce appropriate classes of polynomials, we begin by examining 
(in Section 3) when this is possible. This leads to a scheme for constructing 
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hi as linear combinations of prescribed {h,j},“,l to produce Q reproducing 
polynomials of degree 1 - 1. We then find explicit representations for the 
coefficients and use them to obtain error bounds. 
We illustrate our construction with two explicit classes of B-spline 
approximation methods; the first based on Aif which involve point evaluation 
off(and/or its derivatives), and the second based on hij involving integrals 
off against appropriate polynomials. The first class includes the variation- 
diminishing method of Schoenberg and Marsden (see [12]), the projectors 
of de Boor [4], and the quasi-interpolant ofde Boor and Fix [6]. (The latter 
in turn was shown in [6] to include the “approximation by moments” method 
of Birkhoff [2]; see also de Boor [3]). Other direct spline approximation 
methods have been considered by Babuska [I], Fix, Nassif, and Strang 
[S, 151, Jerome [IO], and Schultz [13]. Our discussion owes much to the 
paper of de Boor and Fix [6]. However, in comparison with their quasi- 
interpolant, our method based on point evaluations has the advantages 
that it can be constructed without using derivatives while producing the 
same error bounds as their quasi-interpolant, and with the same mesh- 
independence for the lower derivatives, (cf. the open question in [6, p. 361). 
In Section 7 we consider when our local approximation schemes become 
projectors, and in Sections 8-10 we study a multidimensional scheme based 
on point-evaluation functionals. This method can be applied to functions 
defined on nonrectangular regions r;;Z (without extending the function), 
and the corresponding error bounds hold throughout fin. 
2. SPLINES AND B-SPLINES 
In this section we introduce a class of polynomial spline functions defined 
on an interval [a, b] and give a basis of B-splines for it. 
Let a = y, < y, < *.a < yn = b and a corresponding sequence of 
positive integers {di);-l be given. We write rr for the nondecreasing sequence 
{xi}: obtained from { yr}z by repeating yi exactly di times (thus N = 
Cy1; di + 1). If k is an integer with k > di , i = I,2 ,..., n - 1, we define 
%*7r = k : g I(Yi*Yi+l) E 8, 9 i = 0, l,..., n - 1 and 
g'yyi+) = g'i'(y.-) 2 9 j = 0, l,..., k - dj - 1; i = 1, 2 ,..., n - I}, 
where 9, is the set of polynomials of degree less than k. This is the familiar 
class of polynomial splines of order k (degree k - 1) with knots (of multi- 
plicity di) at the points yi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
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To define a basis for YkSPk,= , let 7~ = {x$’ be extended to a nondecreasing 
sequence n, = {xi}?:-’ with xi < xi+k , i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1. With 
we define 
G,(t; x) = (t - x):-l, 
Ni,kW = (xi+lc - xdxi ,..., xi+kl Gc(., 4 (2.1) 
i = 1 - k,..., N - 1, where the symbol [xi ,..., x(+J denotes the kth-order 
divided-difference functional. The Ni,k are, apart from a constant factor, 
the B-splines of Curry and Schoenberg [7]. In the following lemma we 
summarize, for ready reference, several of their properties. 
LEMMA 2.1. The Ni,, defined in (2.1) satisfy 
(2.2) 0 < NiVk(x) < 1 for x E (xi, x~+~) and Nisk(x) = 0 otherwise; 
(2.3) {Ni,,}:?i s linearly independent over [x~+~-~, x~+~+J, for any r > 
k-landanyl-k<jjN-r-11; 
(2.4) {Ni,k):2k wm Z,, ; 
(2.5) C:;yk &“Ni,,(x) = U,,(x) = x-l, p = 1, 2 ,..., k  where 
u lb-l)! (k-u) 
k’ = C-1) - (k _ l)! *i (0) = 
vmu-l(xi+l ,. . ., ~~+~-d 
k-l ’ 
( 1 P-1 
where sym,-,(xi+l ,..., x~+~-J and & are dejined by 
&(x) = (x - xi+l) ... (x - x~+~~-~) = t ( -l)~-1x7~--U sym,-,(xiil ,.., x~+~-J ; 
Ll=l 
(2.6) Suppose x, < x < x,+~ and i < m < i + k. Fix 0 < r < k. If 
x = x, , suppose also that x, is of multiplicity at most k - r - 1. Then 
N!~(x) exists, and 
where for j = k - I,..., k - 1 we dejine dimj as the minimum of x,+~ - x, 
over v such that xi < x, < x < x+ < xi+k , and where 
with [r/2] = greatest integer less than or equal to r/2. 
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Proof. For (2.2) and (2.4) see Curry and Schoenberg [7]. De Boor and Fix 
[6] proved (2.3). Relation (2.5) has been proved by several authors; for 
a proof with the ei’s as given here see de Boor [5]. 
The estimate (2.6) is a refinement of one in de Boor and Fix [6]. To prove 
it, we first note that 
Ni’r,&x) = k,k - Xi)@ - 1) ! Lx. 
(k - r - l)! 1 ,..., xi+A Gd.; ~1. 
Using Lemma 2.2 below with w = k + 1, p = k - r we obtain 
Iz:L, N”+Lk-Tw 
’ (k - r - I)! AimkPI ... Aimk-? * 
Since C NY+(,+,.(~) < 1, (2.6) follows. i 
LEMMA~.~. Let O<p<o-2. Then for any ,$,<,$,\<...<t, 
with yj = min,<,s,-j 1 fV;,? - 5, 1 > 0, j = p + I ,..., o - 1, we have 
and 1 [, - f1 1 > ywml, we have (2.7) for p = w - 2. Now suppose it holds 
for 0 < p < o - 2. Then 
< 
XF ( OJ - p - 1 (lkz+* T...Y L+u+Jf I + lEv+I Y...T c-,+,lf I v ) 1 5 v+u+1 - c&+1 I* 
YOJ-1 ... Yu+l 
Now (tv+w+l - t&+1> 3 Y,, and combining the sums yields (2.7) for p 
replaced by p - 1. Thus we have proved (2.7) for all 0 < p ,< w - 2 by 
induction. b 
64011515-3 
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3. OPERATORS WHICH REPRODUCE POLYNOMIALS 
Let 9 be a linear space of real-valued functions on [a, b], and let {A,~~:~ be 
a set of linear functionals Ai: 9 - R. Given f E 9, we construct an approxi- 
mation Qftofby 
N-l 
Qf(x> = 1 U'Ni,,W. (3.1) 
i=l--p 
Q defines a linear operator mapping 9 into Yk,, . Suppose 9 contains 
the class of polynomials Ppl of degree at most I - 1 for some 1 < I < k. 
In this section we study the choices of {hi} which yield 
Qg = g for all g E PpI . (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. An operator Q defined as in (3.1) satisfies (3.2) if and only if 
Air/, = (I”‘, p = 1, 2,..., I;i =I 1 - k,..., N - 1, (3.3) 
where U,(x) = xu-l and 6:“’ are as in (2.5). 
Proof. Fix I < p < 1. By (2.9, U,(x) = CFLy?, @“Ni,,(x) while 
QU,(x) = CL;?, &U,N,,,(x). Since (Ni,k}y-;l is linearly independent, 
U, = Qc/, if and only if h,U, F: &“), i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1. 1 
It is convenient to construct Xi satisfying (3.3) from given linear func- 
tionals {A,,>:,, . We formalize this in a corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that for each i = 1 - k,..., N - 1, {Xii>jE1 isa 
set of linear functionals de$ned on .F such that 
det(XijU,):,,=, f 0. (3.4) 
Let {q}:=, be the solution of 
(3.5) 
Then & = & a<jX,j satisfy (3.3), and the corresponding Q satisfies (3.2). 
For any prescribed {Xij}j”=, satisfying (3.4), the system (3.5) can always 
be uniquely solved for the {aij}i=r. This will be especially easy if hij have 
the property that XijlJU = 0 for p = 1, 2 ,..., j - 1 and j = 1, 2 ,..., 1.Then 
the system is lower triangular and 
aij = 59) 1 - z CiZ~vhi,Ui)/h~iU, , j = 2, 3 ,..., 1. (3.6) 
v=l 
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We point out that in this case the {aij} do not depend on 1; i.e., if we have 
the {aii}izl, then to solve (3.5) with I + 1 we need only compute one new 
coefficient. 
The next theorem contains an explicit expression for the {aii} satisfying 
(3.5) which will be useful for obtaining error bounds for f - Qf We recall 
that the symmetric functions syrn&?r ,..., f ) are defined implicitly by 
(x + 5d ..* (x + EJ = C”,‘rt syme-y+l(~l ,.-, t,> xv-l. 
THEOREM 3.3. For i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1 let {A,,};=, s&j-y (3.4), and 
suppose { pij}jlzl are polynomials of degree at most I - 1 such that 
LPij = %, , j, I* = 1, 2,. ., I. (3.7) 
Then zypij(x) = Czz:’ aij,xy-1 with 0 < qii < I - 1, the solution of (3.5) is 
given by 
q<j+1 
"ij = (3.8) 
In particular, if pJx) = cii(x - z<jl) *.. (x - ziiqij), then 
qii 
aij = cij c (-l)y 
SYm,(zijl ,-.., ZijaJ SYmqri-y(Xi+l 3...7 xi+k--l) 
v=O k-l 
cy.. - 2, V 1 
. (3.9) 
Proof. It may be verified irectly that the cyij in (3.8) satisfy (3.5). To 
see how this choice arose, we multiply the vth equation of (3.5) by aij, and 
sum over v = 1, 2 ,..., 1. 1 
We conclude this section with several examples, 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Fix 1 < d < I < k. For each i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1 let 
a < Tfl )...) 7il < b be such that at most d of the {Eli ,..., 7il} are equal 
to any one value. Let &,f = [Til ,..,, T$~]S, j = 1, 2 ,..., 1 where if equal T'S 
are involved; then the divided difference is interpreted in the usual extended 
sense involving derivatives (cf., e.g., Isaacson and Keller [9, pp. 246 ff.]). 
It is well known that {hi,}:=l satisfy (3.4) and moreover, (3.7) holds with 
pii = (X - Til) ... (X - Tij-& j = 1, 2,..., I.Thus if {~~~}j=, are given by 
(3.8) then the approximation scheme 
N-l 1 
Qf(x) = C 1 %j[Til >.*.) TijIf Ni.dX) (3.10) 
&l-k j=l 
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satisfies (3.2); i.e., is exact for Pl . We emphasize that with d = 1 in this 
example, the construction of Qf in (3.10) depends only on values off at 
the rij , and not on any derivatives of J In general, if d > 1, Q is defined 
for any f e Cd-l[a, b]. 
For convenience we list aij for j = I, 2, 3, 4. We have 
ai(i2 = .$I”’ - Til 
ai = fi”’ - (Til + Tia) f:“’ + 7i17i2 
= p - (T I Zl + 7. ) 01.. - 73 . 22 zz 21 
ai = ti”’ - (Til t- Tiz + 7i3) t2!3) +- (TilTi i- TilTi + 7i27i3) fi”’ - TilTi27,3 
= .$I”’ - (Til + Ti2 f Ti:,) Xi3 - (Tfl + TilTi + Tf2) O!i2 - Tfl . 
We note that if 7il is chosen to be f:“’ = (x,_i + **a + ~~,.+~)/(k - I), 
then ai = 0. Thus for example, with I = 2, 
N-l 
Qf<x> = c f(@'> X,,(x). 
i=l-k 
(3.11) 
This is precisely the variation-diminishing spline approximation method o 
Marsden and Schoenberg [12] which reproduces P2 . 
If we select 7il = fi2’, then ai3 and ai4 also simplify to 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let I = k = d in Example 3.4. Then we write 7i = 
Til = * ** = Tit and note that pii = (x - Ti)jpl, and by (3.8) and (2.5), 
ol,, = i (-1)“-‘~~“-“‘(o)(j - l)! 
23 
u=l (k - I)! (j- p)! 
j = 1, 2,..., k.Then (3.8) becomes 
N-l k 
QfW = 1 1 %f(j-l)(Ti) &k(x), 
i=l-,; f=l 
(3.12) 
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with {aij} given above. This is precisely the quasi-interpolant discussed 
in de Boor and Fix [6]. It is defined on C”-l[a, b] and is exact for Pk, and 
even for Yk,* . 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Fix 1 < I < k. For each i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1 let Z&(X) E 
C( - 1, 1) be given, where Z&(X) > 0 for x E (- 1, 1). Suppose jij E P’i are 
the associated orthogonal polynomials; i.e., 
s l f&(Y) Bi”W AL(Y) dY =Lk> v, p = I ) 2 )...) I. (3.13) -1 
The polynomial jij has j - 1 distinct zeros in (-1, 1); say &( JJ) = 
kij( JJ - eijl) *.* (y - Fiji-1) with kii # 0 and eijl ,..,, fiji-i E (- 1, 1). Typi- 
cally, we would choose zZiri to yield classical orthogonal polynomials. 
Now given any 01~ < /$ and f E Ll[cci, pi], we can define 
A&“= j1 fqy)&(y)f( Pi ; % y + % + Pi 
-1 
2 ) dy, j = 1,2,..., I. (3.14) 
If 
PijCx> = hij i 
2x - af - P”)/h,, )
Pi - % 
j = 1 , 2,. ., I, (3.15) 
then (3.7) is satisfied. Thus with aij given by (3.8) (where qij = j - l), 
the B-spline approximation method 
is defined for f E L,[a, b] and is exact for 8, . 
For later convenience, we note that 
with 
fPij(X) = Cfj(X - Zfjl) “’ (X - Zijj-1) (3.17) 
kii 2 
( 1 
J-1 
cfj = hii pi - ai and zijl 7...3 zijj-l E Cai > pi>. 
We also note that taking 
h,jf = j1, y-1 2qy)f ( Bi ; ai y + OIi ; pi ) dy, j = 1, 2 )...) I 
(the weighted moments off over (- 1, 1)) is equivalent to the choice (3.14); 
that is, they lead to the same Q. 
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4. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section we provide some tools which will be useful for estimating 
how well B-spline approximation methods approximate smooth functions. 
In particular, we shall be interested in the quantities 
(4.1) 
where D’ is the rth derivative operator and s is an integer with 1 < s >; k. 
We have introduced the parameter s since often the B-spline approximation 
Qf will have more derivatives than J In fact, if Qf is given by (3.1) and 
if m is an integer such that x,,, < t < x,,~, then 
and 
111 
Qf<t> = c h.fNdt) (4.2) 
i=nri-1-L 
D?Qf(t) = f hifD’Ni,(t). (4.3) 
i=m+1-7; 
We recall (cf. (2.6)) that D’N,,(t) exists for all t # m, and also if t = x, E 7~, 
provided x,, has multiplicity at most k - r - 1. 
Our first result is a basic comparison lemma which is designed to exploit 
the property that Q reproduces polynomials. The idea has been much 
used; cf., e.g., de Boor and Fix [6]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose Q is dejned on a class of functions containing PL , 
and suppose (3.2) holds (i.e., Q reproduces Yl). Then for any polynomial 
g E 8, and any f such that D’f(t) exists, 0 < r < s < I ,< k, 
D’R(t) - D’QR(t), 
EyA(r) = jD’eR(t), 
0 <. r < s 
s<rrtk, 
where R(x) = f(x) - g(x). 
Proof. For 0 < r < s, 
D’(f - Qf) = D’(f - g) + D’(Qg - Qf) = D’R - D’QR 
since Qg = g. For s < r < k, 
D’Qf = DrQf - D’g = DTQf - D’Qg = D’QR, 
since DTg = 0. I 
(4.4) 
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Lemma 4.1 reduces the problem of estimating 1E,,,(t)] to obtaining 
estimates for 1 PR(t)I and 1 PeR(t The tist of these is usually easy 
(e.g., if g is the Taylor expansion at t, then R and its derivatives are 0 at t). 
For the second term we have, by (4.3), 
We have bounds on 1 PNik(t)/ in (2.6); it remains to study 1 h,R /. If hiR = 
C,“=, UijhijR with {cx?~} satisfying (3.5), we have 
We will have to estimate /XijR 1 for specific choices of Xij and R (see Sec- 
tions 5 and 6). In the remainder of this section we concentrate on the olij . 
LEMMA 4.2. Let [ = (E, ,..., 5 ) and 77 = (Q ,..., Q) be vectors of real 
numbers with e 2 d. Dejne 
where the sum is taken over all choices of distinct [i, ,..., si, from f1 ,,.., 5 . 
(This is a sum of e!/(e - d)! terms). Then 
M, 4 = $ (e - d + P>! Cd - PI! symd-,& ,..., 0 sym,(q, ,..., Q). (4.6) 
Proof. It may be verified that for v = 0, I,..., d, 
84 
27)j1 ‘** a?lj, 
(t; 0) = (e - d + V) ! (d - v) ! sym,-,(e, ,..., 5 ), 
for any choice of distinct yj, ,..., qj, from ~7~ ,..., qd while 
?+((; 0)/(2yj, .‘. 2qj,) = 0 
if any two of the qj, ,..., qjV’s are equal. Now (4.6) is just he Taylor expansion 
of &$; 7) with respect o the T-variable about 7 = 0. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose (Aij}~=, and { pij}j=l are as in Theorem 3.3. Then 
olij = Cij Ck - qij - l)! 
(k - I)! 
C (X,, - Zijl) ‘** (xVpi, - ‘iiO$j” (4.7) 
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where the sum is taken over all choices of distinct vl,..., v~,~ from i + l,..., 
i + k - 1. (This is a sum of (k - l)!/(k - qij - l)! terms.) 
Proof. We combine (3.9) with (4.5) and (4.6) with e = k - 1, d = qij , 
(tj = x~+~}:::, and (rlU = -z~~,}$!~ . 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose Q reproduces polynomials 8, and that {h,,}:=l 
and pii = cii(x - zijl) *.. (x - zijGij) are as in Lemma 4.3. Giuen t, let m 
be such that x, < t < x,,, . Then with R as in Lemma 4.1, 
where 
I xq 
Aij = 
- Zijl I ..' I XYYil - %Pil I 
max 
i+1< VI ,..., us. .< i+k-1 (4.9) 13 4,m,k-1 ‘.’ 4,m,k-r 
Y1’...‘YR ,. distinct 13 
and where r,, and aim” are defined in (2.6). 
5. ERROR BOUNDS FOR A METHOD BASED ON POINT EVALUATORS 
Fix integers 1 < d < I < k. For i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1 let {7ij}~=1 be 
prescribed real numbers in [a, b] n [Xi , xi+J such that for fixed i at most d 
of the (~i34 are equal to any one value. Throughout this section we will 
be concerned with the B-spline approximation method 
(5.1) 
where 
A: = [Til )...) TJf (5.2) 
and olij are given by (3.8) withpi? = (x - T$~) ... (x - Tij-l),,j = 1, 2,..., I;
i = 1 - k,..., N - 1. (This is just Example 3.4 with {~~~}i restricted to lie 
in the support of Ni,k .) This makes QE a local approximation scheme; 
the value of QEf(t) depends only on the values off in a (small) neighborhood 
of t). We recall QE reproduces P:I . It is defined for all f E Cd-l[a, b]. 
The purpose of this section is to obtain estimates for I E:Jt)l, which 
we define as in (4.1) with Q = QE. We shall use Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, so 
we need to introduce an appropriate R. 
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For fixed a < t < b, let m be such that x, < t < x,+r . We write Ii, 
for the smallest closed interval containing {T~~};=~, and Z, for the smallest 
closed interval containing [x, , x,+J and Uz,+l_li Zzl . (The set U Ziz 
contains the support of the {Xi}z+l--k involved in constructing Qf(t)). Now 
for f E Cs-l(Z,,J we define 
R(x) = f(x) - y f’“‘(t) (x - t)i. 
&I) 1. 
By the Taylor series for R we have 
Dj-lR(x) = D”-lR(S)(x - t>‘-j 
(s -j)! ’ 
j = 1) 2 )...) s,
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
for some Z;(x) between x and t. We also note that 
IFR(x) = Plf(x) - D”-tf(t). (5.5) 
Our first ask is to estimate 1h:R j. As we will be using Lemma 2.2 we 
need to introduce parameters describing the spacing of the 7ij. For each 
integer 1 < v < 1- 1, let 
(5.6) 
where {&i’ 1 ,..., 7::)) is the nondecreasing rearrangement of (7il ,..., TV?}. Since 
at most d of the 7ii are equal to any one value, uij, > 0 for v = d, d + l,..., 
I- 1. We set 
uis = ,@& uijs. (5.7) .I 
We will also need parameters describing the spacing of the partition n.Let 
iim = m+,-k~~&+k-l (Xi+1 - Xi>, (5.8) 
J= 1-,G~<~+,-2 Cxi+l - xJ, (5.9) 
and 
A m,k--r - - m+l-k+r<“<m (x,+k-r - x,), min (5.10) 
a - k--r - min &k+-T . O<m<N-1 (5.11) 
x?n <*m+1 
Finally, we define the modulus of continuity of a function g E C(Z) by 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let 1 < d < s < I, where d is the maximum multiplicity of
the (Tiv}~,l dejning xg . Let m + 1 - k < i < m. Then iff E C’-I&), / iij - t 13-j 
(j - ‘)! (?s’z ‘)! ’ 
j = 1) 2,.. ) s, 
/ h;R j < kw(D”-lf; & ; In) (5.12) 
(3 - l)! uij,j-l .. uij, ’ .i = s + I,..., ‘9
Proof. For any x E I,U we have 
/ Plf(x) - D”-‘f(t)1 < kw(D”-lf; &,,, ;I,). (5.13) 
Now to prove the first inequality we note that, for j = 1, 2,..., s h:R = 
Dj-‘R(&)/( j - l)!, where cij E Iij C I, . Now (5.4), (5.5), and (5.13) yield 
the result. For the second inequality we use Lemma 2.2 with u = j and 
p == s - 1. Since Cil: (j;“) = 2j-” we obtain 
But lbiv+l ,..., ~iv+s ]R 1 = / Dsp”R(‘ijy)i/(S - I)!, where [<iv E I,, , v = 0, I,..., 
j - S. Thus (5.5) and (5.13) yield the result. 1 
We are now ready for our first error estimates. We begin with local error 
estimates. Recall that I, is the smallest interval containing [x, , x,+J 
and the support of (A,,},“=, for i = m J- 1 - k,..., m. We write &,“[I] = 
(f: fcs-l) is absolutely continuous on I and fcs) E L,[I]$. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 1 < d -( s < I < k and 1 .< q ,( a3. If f E Cs-l[Im], 
thenforO<r <k, 
If, moreover, f E L,s[I,,J, 1 < p < co, then for 0 < r < k, 
II E: llqe,.~,, +J < Km&Y+(l’Q)-(l’p’ II PA/L,~~,,I . 
Here 
(5.15) 
where 
pm = 
max (Xi+,2 ~ Xi) 
mt1--k.<i<m *is 
and r,,. = (k - l)!/(k - r - l)! ([$,) is the constant in (2.6). 
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Proof. We use Lemmas 4.1, 4.4, and 5.1. In Lemma 4.4 we take qij = 
j - 1 and zij, = riV , v = 1, 2 ,..., j - 1. Then for x, < t < x,,,, , 
(5.16) 
where 
I xq - Til I .‘. I xvj_l - Tii-l I 
Aij = max i+l~vl,...,“j_lGi+k-l 4,m,k-1 “’ 4,m,fc-r 
“P distinct 
Now since the ~~“‘s lie in [xi , xi+J, j x,~ - 7iU / < / Xi+k - xi / < pmaiS and 
lx - TV,, 1< (k - 1) & . Since x, < t < X,+l and &&+-l-k < c<j < 
xmyk, we alSO have j cii - t / < k& . Thus (5.16) implies (5.14) for q = co. 
Integrating the inequality over [x, , x,+~) proves (5.14) for 1 < q -=c co. 
Now if f E Lps[Zm], then for any x, x + 0 E Z, , 
I D”-Y(x + 6) - D”-‘f(x)] < J^rid I D”f(u)j du 
z 
< (JzZ’” 1 Dsf(u)l” duy @-(l/11)* 
Taking the supremum over all I 0 ! < d,n yields 
These local error estimates lead immediately to the following global 
result. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 1 < d < s < 1 < k and 1 < q < a. Iff E C+l[a, b], 
thenforO<r<k, 
II Ef3 IIL,[~,~I < Kii-‘-’ w(Ds-lf; 6; [a, b]). (5.17) 
Zf f E Lss[a, b], 1 < p < q, then for 0 < r < k: 
Here 
I/ Efs llL,[a,bl < (2k - 1) K~S-‘+(l’Q)-(l’“) II D.yf/jL,la,bl . (5.18) 
- 1 
2’-’ + & (2P)j-” 
I 
2
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P == 
max (Xiik - Xi) 
I--k<i.<N-1 Ois 
Proof. The assertion (5.17) follows immediately from (5.14). Indeed, 
2, < d for all m. Also, if m is such that x, < xnltl, then Am,k--r > 0 and 
the quantity AkeT defined in (5.11) is also positive with Am,fi--r > Ak+. . 
Finally, since pm. < p, K, < K. 
Now by Theorem 5.2, iff ELns[a, b], 
Raising this to the qth power and summing over the v such that x,,” < 
x, ,+1 yields 
But for p < q, Jensen’s inequality (see, e.g., [16]) yields 
since L, C [xmy+l--k , x,y+kl so any piece of [a, b] is added into the sum 
at most (2k - 1) times. m 
The error bounds in (5.18) may be compared with the classical bounds 
for spline interpolation (see, e.g., [16]). In particular, the orders are best 
possible. The constants, however, are not best possible. We have exhibited 
them primarily to show clearly on what they depend. 
It is of interest o examine the question of when the constants K, and 
K in the above theorems are independent of the mesh ratios 67n/Am,k--r 
or d/A,-, and of the constants pm or p. This question depends on the 
placement of the supports of the Xii within the support [xi, x~+~] of the 
B-spline Ni,k . 
For 1 - k < i < N - 1 and 0 < r < k, we define 
4, = n [xv1 x,+k--r~. (5.19) 
i<u<i+r 
IX”+&-:yl >l 
X”+b-?.‘Xl X” cq+-l 
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(Note that x1 and xNel are (as in Section 2) the first point in the partition 7
bigger than a and the last point smaller than b, respectively). We note that 
with simple knots, 
1 
[Xi+?. 3 .%I> i = 1 - k,..., r - k 
Ji, = [Xi+r > X&-r13 i = r - k + l,..., N - r - 1 (5.20) 
h-1 3 Xi+k-rl, i = N - r,.,., N - 1. 
If xi or xitli is a multiple knot, these intervals are even longer. Thus a 
sufficient condition for Ji, to be a nontrivial interval is that 2r < k. 
The following lemmas will be used to estimate (5.16). We recall that 
Iij denotes the smallest interval containing the {Tag ,..., T?~}. 
LEMMA 5.4. Fix 0 < p < r < s - I. Suppose 
Iit C Jir n [a, bl, i = m + I - k,..., m. 
Then for i = m f 1 - k,..., m
(5.2 1) 
I xc, - Ti& I .‘. I X,& - TiQ I < 1 
4,rn,k-lbn,k-u -.. ) 
(5.22) 
for all choices of distinct cl ,..., E, E {i + I,..., i + k - 1) and e1 ,..., flu E
{I,..., I). 
ProoJ Let i < y < i + p be such that [xm , x,+~] C [x, , x~+~-J and 
X?J+k-u - x, = &,m,k-u * Now at most ~1 - 1 of the xG1 ,..., xEc, lie outside 
of Lx,, Xy+k--ul, so at least one is inside. Moreover, all of the T~~‘s are in 
Ziz C Ji, , and since by definition Ji, C [x,, x,+& one of the factors 
I XC” - Tie, 1 is less than or equal to Ai,m,k-u. But then (5.22) follows by 
induction. 1 
The next lemma is useful for the terms in the first sum in (5.16). 
LEMMA 5.5. Fix 0 < r ,< s - 1, and suppose x, < t < x,,,+~ . Suppose 
(5.21) holds. Then for i = m + I - k ,..., m and j = I, 2 ,..., s, 
I (ij - t Is-j 1 Xv1 - Til 1 “’ 1 XV,-~ - Tij-l ! 
Ai,m,k-1 ‘-- Ai,m,k-r 
< (kdm)s-r-l, (5.23) 
for all choices of & E Zij and all choices of distinct vl ,..., vjdl from 
{i + I,..., i+k- l}. 
Proof. Let y be such that xi < x,, < t < x,+~-~ < x~+~ and Ai,m,lr+. = 
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(x,+~-~ - x,). Then by (5.21), 1ij C Ji, C [x, , ~,+k-~], so I iij - t I -< 
Ai,m.~+-l. S .a* S Ai,,n,t--r+s-j-1 . Now we apply Lemma 5.4 to yield 
The remaining s - r - 1 factors are each bounded by k& . 1 
For the terms in the second sum in (5.16) we have 
LEMMA 5.6. Fix 0 < r < s - 1 < I - 2 and x, < t < x,,, . Suppose 
2r < s + 1. Assume, further, that (5.21) holds and uis > 0, i = 
m + I - k,..., m. Then for i = m + 1 - k !..., m and j = s + l,.... I,
(5.24) 
for all choices of distinct v1 ,..., vjW1 from {i + l,..., i + k - I}, where 
(5.25) 
and 1 Ji, / = length of Ji, . 
Proof. Fix s + 1 <,j < 1. If r = 0, all of the x,‘s in (5.24) are in Jir. 
If r > 0, the fact that Jir contains [xi+7 , x~+~~-~] implies at most 2r - 2 of the 
txi+l >...> x~++~} lie outside of Ji, , so at least j-1-2r+2>j-s 
of the {xv1 ,..., xy,J lie in J,, . Since by (5.21) the T’S are also in Ji,, (5.25) 
implies at least j - s of the / x - T 1 factors in (5.24) are bounded by P,~*u~~ .
We are left with s - 1 3 r factors in the numerator, and we may apply 
Lemma 5.4. i 
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose in Theorem 5.2 that (5.21) holds. In addition, 
suppose r S s - 1 and that 2r < s + 1 if s < 1. Then (5.14) and (5.15) 
hold, with K, replaced by 
K * = $!$$; ?n 
2s-I -+ i (2p,*)j-s .
j=s+1 1 
Proof: We simply apply Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 to (5.16). 1 
We emphasize that if s = I in the above, then K,* depends only on 
k, r, and s. For s < I, it would be reasonable to choose the Til ,..., Til equally 
spaced throughout Ji, n [a, b] with Til = left endpoint and Tiz = right end- 
point. Then if the {x~-~, ..., xel} and {x,~+~ ,..., ~~+~--l: in the extended 
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partition have been chosen such that x~+~ - xj < x1 - x,, j = 1 - k,..., - 1, 
and xjTl - xj < x,~ - xNVl, j = N ,..., N + k - 2, the constant pm* in 
(5.25) satisfies pm* < (k - r)(l - 1)/s. 
.THEOREM 5.8. Suppose in Theorem 5.3 that 
AC C JiT n [a, bl, i = 1 - k,..., N - 1. (5.26) 
In addition, suppose r < s - 1 and that 2r < s + 1 if s < 1. Then (5.17) 
and (5.18) hold with K replaced by 
K* = fi r,, [2”-’ + i (+*)‘-” , 
j=S-1 1 
where 
P *= max 
I Ji, I - . 
l--k< i< N-l uis 
6. ERROR BOUNDS FOR A METHOD BASED ON LOCAL INTEGRALS 
Fix integers 1 < E < k, and suppose { Sii}jzl are the orthogonal 
polynomials (jij E PJ with respect o weight functions z& defined on [ - 1, I], 
i = 1 - k,..., N-l. Suppose [q,/3JC[xi,xi+J, i= l-k ,..., N-l. 
Throughout this ection we shall be interested inthe B-spline approximation 
method 
N-1 2 
where 
(6.2) 
and & are given by (3.9). (This is just Example 3.6 with [q , /Ii], the support 
of the hij , restricted to lie in [xi, xi+J.) 
In this section we state estimates for 1 E:,s 1 defined by (4.1) with Q 
replaced by Ql. For 1 < m < N - 1, let I, be the smallest interval con- 
taining [x,,,  x,+~ ] and [ai, pi], i = m + 1 - k ,..., m.
THEOREM 6.1. Let 1 ,< s < I < k and 1 < q < CO. If f E Cs-l[I,J, then 
for 0 < r < k, 
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If f E LBSIIm], I < p < CO, then for 0 < r < k, 
- 
where 
P 
max (Xi+Jc ~ Xi) 
m= 
mfl--k<i<m m-3 
and kij and hij are the constants a sociated with the orthogonalpolynomials $fj .
Arguing as in Section 5 we easily obtain global estimates. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 1 < s < 1 -5 k and 1 < q z< CCJ. Iff E C+l[a, b], then 
for 0 ,< r < k, 
If f E LPS[a, b], 1 < p < q, then for 0 < r < k, 
Here 
(6.6) 
with 
Mesh independence results seem to be more difficult to obtain for Q’ 
than for QE. The difficulty isthat in the estimates there are j - 1 of the 
(pi - CIJ factors in the denominator as well as r of the a factors. We content 
ourselves with only the simplest possible result. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose in Theorem 6.2 that for i = m + 1 - k ,..., m
bifl 9 Xi+&*I = bi 3 PiI, r=l<s. (6.7) 
Then (6.3) and (6.4) holdfor r = I < s with 
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7. PROJECTIONS 
In this section we examine the question of when a B-spline approximation 
method Q of the form (3.1) is a projection onto 9& . If 9 is the class of 
functions for which Q is defined, we will suppose Yk,71 C 9. The following 
lemma is well known, but we include its proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let Q: S --f Ykn be the linear mapping defined by (3.1) 
for some set of linear functionals {hi}:,-, . Then Q is a projector (i.e., Qs = s 
for all s E 9&,) if and only if {hi}L2 is a dual basis to (Ni,,}c;’ ;i.e., 
AiNjk = 6ij ) i,j= 1 -k ,..., N- 1. (7.1) 
Proof. Since {NJ&’ is a basis, Q is a projector if and only if QNdlc = 
CL<!k((h,Nj,) Ni, = Njk , allj = 1 - k,..., N - 1. This is clearly equivalent 
to (7.1). 1 
Now we may ask when a dual basis {hi};-;’ can be constructed from 
given sets {&}F=, of linear functionals, i = 1 - k,..., N - 1. We need 
1 = k since 8, C &, and so Q must reproduce polynomials of degree 
k - 1. It would be natural to take hi = C!= 3 1 aiihii with {aij>f=r given by 
(3.5) with I = k. In general, this is not sufficient to assure that Q is a projector 
(see Example 7.5 below). The following result (suggested tous by C. de Boor) 
gives a sufficient condition. 
THEOREM 7.2. For i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1 let {Xij}:El satisfy (3.4), and 
suppose {hi,],“,, all have support in one subinterval [xvi, xVi+J of [xi , xi+J. 
Then with {qj}j”=, given by (3.5), the set {Xi}:\’ is a dual set to (Ni,}F-2. 
Proof. Fix 1 - k < i < N - 1. By (2.3), {NUIc}2=y --li+l is linearly 
independent over [xvi, x,.+,1, and hence span Pk in this interval. But then 
by (3.4) the determinant in the system 
is nonzero, and we can solve it uniquely for {aij}j”=, . Now 
gl a,jhNu, = 0, p=l-k p..e) vi - k, vi + I,..., N - 1, 
automatically by the support properties of the {A,,},“_, . Now {hi)&’ is 
a dual basis, and by Lemma 7.1 the corresponding Q is a projector. But 
then (3.3) must hold so {olij}jk=r must in fact be a solution of (3.5). 1 
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We now give several examples. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Suppose in Example 3.4 that I = k and that for i = 
1 - k,..., N - 1 the {7ii}Fzl are chosen from intervals [x,$ ,xy,+J C [xi , xi+& 
Suppose also that if some 7ij is at a knot x, , then the multiplicity of the 
7ij does not exceed k minus the multiplicity of the knot x, . (Then hij can 
be evaluated on any s E $m , and Q is defined on a class .F containing 
4, . In particular, if d is the maximum multiplicity of the T~~‘s, then Q 
is defined on Cd-l[a, 61 at least). Theorem 7.2 now assures that Q defined 
by (3.8) is a projector of Cd-l[a, b] onto :Jcr . This example includes several 
projectors constructed in de Boor [4]. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Suppose in Example 3.6 we take 1 = k and insist that 
[o~~,P~]C[X~~,X~~+~]C[X~,X~,~] for some vi, i- 1 -k ,..., N-l. Then 
Q given by (3.16) is a projector of &[a, b] onto $,, . 
EXAMPLE 7.5. Let k = 2 and Xi = i, i = 1 - k ,..., N - 1. Then 
x - i, i<x<i+l, 
Ni2(x) = 
l 
i+2-xx, i+l < x :< i + 2, 
0, otherwise. 
Let Ai, = eTil (evaluation at Eli) and Ai, = eTi2, where 7il = i + 4 , 
7i2 = i + 3 . Then if we seek a dual basis of the form Xi = oli,hi, + CY,~&, 
we will need, e.g. with i = 0, 
But this has no solution. Thus no dual basis {&}~~~ can be constructed 
from the given (hij]. This example shows that in Example 7.3 the requirement 
that the {Tag}: lie in one subinterval of [xi , xi+J for each i = 1 - k,..., N - 1 
cannot be summarily dispensed with. 
8. MULTIVARIATE APPROXIMATION METHODS 
In this section we consider B-spline approximation methods for func- 
tions defined on a region Q in lR2. (The methods and results extend im- 
mediately to higher dimensions.) 
Given J2 C R2, let H = [a, b] x [Z, &] be a rectangle with 9 C H. Suppose 
-iT = {a = xg < x1 < . ..~~.“=b}andii={a”=S,e~~~... <2,-b} 
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are partitions with multiplicities at most d and d, respectively. Let rTT, = 
{xi}:-,“” and ii, = {A$}ET+” be extensions as in Section 2. With {N&-c)}~~& 
and {flr,$Z)‘)>E& univariate B-splines constructed as in Section 2 we may 
define 
N&(X, 2) = N&c) m,(a), 
for i = 1 - k,..., N - 1 and i = 1 - k”,..., fi - 1. This is a collection f
bivariate B-splines defined on [xlet ,x,~+~-J x [3,-~ ,im++&-J. 
Let Hii = [xi , xi+J x [Zi, fi+J and 9 = {(i, i): supp Niik& n s2 i 4, 
1 - k < i < N - 1, 1 - k” < i < fl- 1). Suppose 9 is a linear space 
of functions defined on Sz, and suppose {0ii}(i,ijE9 s a collection flinear 
functionals defined on 9. Then for any f E 9 we may define a B-spline 
approximation by 
The simplest way to construct such formulas is to take the tensor product 
of two univariate schemes. But if we do that, then we will get a scheme 
which usually will require information about f outside of a (unless, for 
example, Sz is a rectangle itself). In order to obtain a method applicable 
to functions defined on D, we need to consider (possibly different) univariate 
schemesforeach0 <i <N- 1 and0 <i < i?- 1. 
For 1-k<i<N-1, l-fil<i<fi-l,let&bealinearfunc- 
tional defined on functions of the variable x on [a, b] and let xii be a linear 
functional defined on functions of the variable 5 on [a”, 61. Suppose 
support h,,X,, = [support hJ X [support Xii] C G for (i, %) E 9. (8.2) 
Now with Bii = ~iiXii we have an operator Q, defined on functions on H by 
Q*.f<x, f) = 1 eiifNii&x, z>, (8.3) 
I--t<i<N-1 
1-rF<i&-1 
all (x, Z) E H. If we are interested only in (x, 2) E 52, then Q, reduces to Q 
defined in (8.1). 
Let Bj2’ be the class of all polynomials in two variables of total degree 
less than I. The following result is easily proved. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let eii = A,&. Then 
Q,&, x”) = gtx, 9, tx, 4 E H, all g E@), (8.4) 
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all g, E gL , (8.6) 
for all 0 <i<N-l,O<i<rn-1. 
Since for (x, 2) EL?, Q,f(x, 2) = Qf(x, a), (8.5) and (8.6) also imply 
Qdx, 4 = g(x, % (x, 4 E J2 all gE@). (8.7) 
Thus if for each 0 < i < N - 1 and 0 < i ,( N - 1 the corresponding 
univariate schemes are constructed to reproduce polynomials, so will Q. 
For example, the methods discussed in Examples 3.4-3.6 lead immediately 
to multidimensional analogs which reproduce polynomials. 
As we saw in Section 3, it is most convenient to construct univariate 
schemes which reproduce polynomials by choosing the linear functionals 
as linear combinations of other simpler functionals. Thus, for example, 
we might have 
and 
hii = C oliijhiij (8.8) 
J=l 
Xii = i Ziijj;iij . 
j=l 
(8.9) 
Then Q is given by (8.1) with 
8ii = C niijBiijXiijXiij . 
j,j=l 
We also note that if hiii and Xi, annihilate polynomials of degree ,j - 1 
and J - 1, respectively, then it is easily seen that 
B$ = C oliij&iijXiijXiij (8.10) 
i+jQ 
has the property 19~~ g = 0; g for all g E 8, . Thus if Q defined by (8.1) 
with oii reproduces polynomials Pi2’, then so does Q* defined by (8.1) 
with 0;. 
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We close this section with two lemmas useful for obtaining error bounds. 
Given 1 < s < k, let 
D’Tf - Qf><t, 0, 
Eri& f) = ior,FQfcj, q, 
o<r+p<s, 
s<r+r”tk. 
(8.11) 
Arguing just as in Section 4, we obtain 
LEMMA 8.2. Suppose Qg = g for all g E Pi’), where 0 < s < I < k. 
Then for any g* E P’$“‘, 
-%(t, f> = 
1 
D’e’R(t, 2) - D’JQR(t, i), 
D’g’QR(t, f), 
,“;;;&?; (8.12) 
2 
where R(x, 2) = f(x, 2) - g*(x, a). 
Now suppose hii and xzi are given by (8.8) and (8.9) with hiij and Xi, 
satisfying [cf. (3.7)) 
Xiijpii, = Sj” 3 j, v = 1, 2 )...) 1 
xiijpii3 = S,,) ,j, v = 1, 2 )...) I 
for some polynomials p&x) = ciiu(x - ziivl) ... (X - ziiVqJ and piiS(Z) =
ZiiD(3i: - Ziijl) ... (2 - fiisgw). Let Y 
2? nlni = ((i, i): m + I - k ,( i < m, rlt + 1 - k < i :,= rii). 
LEMMA 8.3. For any R as in Lemma 8.2 and (t, f) E H,,, , 
where 
Aiij = max 
/ Xv1 - ziijl I “. I xVqj - Ziijnj I
i+l<vl;*~,vql<i+k-l di,i,m.k-l ‘.. Ai,i,m,k-r 
vl.“‘.vaj distinct 
(A”iiB is defined similarly), and where ai,i,m,v are dejined analogously to the 
univariate case. 
9. ERROR BOUNDS FOR Cs-l(Q) FUNCTIONS 
In this section we obtain bounds for ETi, defined by (8.11) with Q = QE 
defined by (8.1) and with Bii = ~9: given by (8.10) with 
(9.1) 
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We su_ppose k = I%, that (8.2) holds, and that Aii = support hii C [xi , xiik] 
and & = support Xii C [Zi , fi+J. If d and d” are the maximum multiplicities 
of the 7’s and f’s, respectively, then QE is defined for all f E CS-‘(XI) with 
dSd”--l,(S. 
To obtain bounds on E,.,-, , we shall use Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3, and compare 
f with its Taylor expansion. To assure that the bound depends only on 
values off in Sz we shall suppose Sz is locally convex with respect to the 
partition rr x 77 and the support sets & x Aii of the linear functionals 
defining Q. By this we mean the following. For fixed (t, f) E 0, let m, #z be 
such that (t, t”) E H,, . We recall that the B-splines Nii are nonzero at 
(t, f) for (i, i) E 9m,a = {(i, i): m + 1 - k < i < m, #z + 1 - k < i .< T%}. 
Then we say fi is locally concex (cf. de Boor and Fix [6]) provided that for 
every (t, f) EJJ, for every (5, l) E/J~ x fl”ii, and for every (i, i) E Smfi, 
the line from (t, 5) to (i, I) lies entirely in an. 
We note that convex regions 52 are trivially locally convex with respect 
to any partition and any choice of linear functionals with supports in a. 
Polygonal regions with sides parallel to the coordinate axes are also locally 
convex provided the supports of the linear functionals are carefully chosen 
and provided the mesh is sufficiently fine. 
Given 0 ,( m < N - I and 0 < fi < fl- 1, let U,, = ui,reS I (convex 
hull (& x fl”ii u H,,)). By the assumption on G, clearly U,,“c”sZ. Now 
for any f E CS-l(Umrh), and fixed (t, t) E H,, , we define 
Wenotethatforany(5,6)EU,fiand1 <j,j<s-l,j+j<s+l, 
s-j-i+1 cx_ t)u(3i: _ tl)~-j-j-~+i~j-1+~,~--j-~~(S, f) 
D-l-R(,,f)(X, 2) = c 
Ll=O p!(s -j -3 - p + l)! i9.2) 
where (5, l) is on the line from (t, 2) to (x, a). Also, 
pl+&c*S-~-"~(~, fJ = ~~-l+l&s-hy(~, 5) _ pl+u,s-~-uj(~, f), (9.3) 
p = 0, I,..., s - j -J + 1. We define for any A > 0 and any region 0, 
where 
w(#;A;O)= sup 
lel,l8lGa 
I #(x + 0, 2 + 6 - w, 211. 
(x,f) ,(x+B,I+BkO 
LetA,,= a,+;,. 
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LEMMA 9.1. With R as above for j, j = 1, 2 ,..., I
1 X,-.X,--R 1 G (5iij + Lij - t - i)‘-‘-‘+l km(D”-lf; em, ; UT&Z) 
113 z*j (S-j--j+l)!(j-l)!(j-l)! ’ (9.4) 
1, where ciij E support hii, [iii E support Xi,. Moreover, 
for j+j>s+ 1, where p is any integer with 1 <p<j and 1 < 
s-p+1 <j. 
Proof. For j +j < s + 1, we use (9.2) and (9.3) to obtain 
s-j-y+1 (Kij - f)” (& - q--j-i-w+1 
y! (s -j -.i- p + l)! (.j- l)! (.i - I)! . 
This leads immediately to (9.4). 
For,j+.~>s+1and1<~1.,j,1~s--~+1~~,weuseLemma 
2.2. Then 
Now as in the first part of the proof, each of the divided differences in the 
sum is bounded by 
km(D“-‘+@A A,,u,,+.& - 1) ! (s - P) !. 
Now (9.5) follows easily. m 
Using Lemmas 8.3 and 9.1 we obtain (cf. the proof of Theorem 5.2) 
THEOREM~.~. Let d+d--l<s<l<k and l<q<co. If f~ 
Cs-l(Umfi), then for 0 < r, r” < k, 
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where KmrTi is a constant depending on k, m, 6, r, 7, s, I, q and Ammld,,k-,.  
A,,/&-, , p,,, and &, with 
We give two mesh independence results. First we consider s = 1. 
COROLLARY 9.3. Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 9.2, 
we have 
support h,& C Ji, x jii n 9, (9.8) 
G, i) E Jhl , where Ji, is defined in (5.19) and Jfi, is dejned similarly. Suppose 
also that s = 1. Then (9.7) holds for r + r” < s - 1 with a constant Km5 
depending on k, m, fi, r, ?, I, q and on 
(9.9) 
-* 
P max 
CAi,i,m,k-r + &.i,fi,k-F) 
WA = 
(f,i)& &.i,iE.k-i ’ 
(9.10) 
mi; 
(We emphasize that in this case K,, does not depend on A,,/d,,,F or the 
pm , pfi in Theorem 9.2.) 
ProoJ: By (9.8), the factors cirj + liii - t - % in (9.4) are bounded by 
Ai,i,l,k--r + Ai,i,w,k-p . Thus these s - j - j + 1 factors can be used to 
cancel the shorter A’s in the denominator of (8.13). Then Lemma 5.4 can 
be applied. 1 
For I < s we have 
COROLLARY 9.4. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 9.2, 
that (9.8) holds. Suppose also that r + r” < s - 1 and 2(r + f) < s + 1. 
Suppose 
** _ pmlii - max ’ Ji’ ’ < ~0 
(i,i)d 
mEi uiiB 
(9.11) 
and 
pzi = max I I Jiv I < o. 
(f,i)d 
> (9.12) 
m&i uiiLT, 
where 
w = min([(s + 1)/2], s - 2r” + 2), 0 = min([(s + 1)/2], s - 2r + 2). 
Then (9.7) holds with Kmn depending only on k, m, ti, r, F, I, q, s, pzz , t5:: 
and on the constants ptfi, ~2~ in (9.8) and (9.9). 
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(We note that the constants in (9.1 l)-(9.12) are bounded by 
(k - r)(Z - 1)/w and (k - ?)(l - l)/ &, respectively, ifthe T’S and ?‘s are 
taken equally spaced in Ji, and jii . A sufficient condition for Ji, and jii 
to be nontrivial is 2r < k and 2r” < k.) 
Proof. We need to consider the terms in (8.13) with j + J 3 s + 2 since 
the terms with j +j < s + 1 were estimated in Corollary 9.3. By (9.7) 
and the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, there are at least 
j - 2r + 1 1 x - z I’s of length at most j Ji, j and at least.7 - 2? + 1 [ 3 - f 1’s 
of length at most 1 jiii I. We call these good factors. Now we claim that 
we can choose p in (9.6) with p 3 w and s - p + 1 3 i;, so that good 
factors can be used (via (9.1 l)-(9.12)) to cancel the a’s and 6’s in (9.6). 
We recall (9.6) is obtained using Lemma 2.2. To explain the process 
of reducing 
I[71 )...) Tj ; ?1 )...) TJ]l (9.13) 
to a divided difference involving s + I points we write the following 
algorithm. 
(1) Ifj +j = s + 1, then choose p = j and exit; 
(2) ifj <J, go to (5); 
(3) if j - 2r + 1 < 0, choose p = j and exit; 
(4) reduce the left side of (9.13) to one less point, cancelling a ujwl 
factor; go to (1); 
(5) if j - 2? + 1 < 0, choose p = s - 1 - j and exit; 
(6) reduce the right side of (9.13) to one less point, canceling a Gj-l 
factor; go to (1). 
We now show how the good factors can be used. If we exit from (3), 
then the factors GJP1 ,..., eSPj+r can be canceled by the j - 2r” + 1 good 
/ f - f 1 factors since 2(r + Y) < s + 1 < s + 2. If we exit from (5), 
then the factors uiel ,..., as-l-i can be canceled by the j - 2r + 1 good 
1 x - z 1 factors since 2(r + ?) < s + 1. Finally, if we exit from (I), then 
either j or j equals [(s + 1)/2], and the smallest o or 6 factor canceled in 
(4) or (6) is at least u[(s + 1)/2] or G[(s + 1)/2], respectively. 
Let d = d + 0”. 
THEOREM 9.5. Let d+B--I <s<l<k and 1 <q<co. If f~ 
Cs-l(sZ), where Sz is IocalIy convex in the sense defined above, then for 0 < r, 
r” < k, 
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where K is a constant depending on k, I, r, F, s, q and Al&-,. , A/gB-, , p 
and p”, where 
P = pg9 
(Xi+?4 - Xi> 
2 p” = max 
Cg’i+k - zi> 
‘Jiis (i,i)E% oiis 
Clearly the analogs of the mesh independence results in Corollaries 9.3 
and 9.4 hold for the global Theorem 9.5. 
10. ERROR BOUNDS IN SOBOLEV SPACES 
In this section we assume fi is a region in R2 which is locally convex 
in the sense defined in Section 9. We are concerned with approximating 
functions in the usual Sobolev space W,s(sZ), with norm given by 
We recall that WPs(sZ) C C-l(L?) for c’ - 1 < s - 2/p, (see [14, p. 691). 
We will approximate f~ W,“(fi) by the B-spline method QE defined 
in Section 9. Thus in order to compute the Ai, and xi, in (9.1), we need 
to assume that d and $ the maximum multiplicities of the T and d’s in (9.1), 
are such that d + d” - 2 < v - (2/p). 
We call a region UC Iw2 starlike if there exists a ball B such that for 
every (x, 2) E U and every ( y, j) E B, the line between these points lies in U. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let U be a starlike region. Suppose U is contained in a 
sphere of diameter A. Suppose y E W,“(U), 1 < p < co, s >, 1. Then there 
exists a polynomial s, E S\‘) (see [14, p. 551) such that R = 91 - s, satisjies 
for 0 < 01~ f 01~ < s - 2/p, where K is a constant independent of U and of p 
Zf 1 < q < 03, then 
II R llwi,u, < KAS-~+(z’a)-(z’P) I y Is,u),  , (10.2) 
for 0 <,j < s - (2/p). Moreover, (10.2) also holds for j and q satisfying 
s - (VP) < .i and 1 < 4 < 2plP - (s - .i) PI. 
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Proof. These results are essentially the theorem of Sobolev [14, p. 691. 
For example, to prove (lO.l), we have (assuming for the moment that 
R E Cs(S)) (see [14, p. 701) that 
where r = [(x - t)” + (2 - t) ] 2112, and w;~;!z, isan appropriate bounded 
function. Then 
[ D”I+ R(t, f)l 
< SUP j wP;*-“,(t, t; X, Z)l . [jj, r--(E--S+a1i-a2)” dx dZ]““” . i R [ s,a,U, 
h,a)EcJ ’ 
where (I/p) + (l/p’) = 1. Now if ZJ is contained in a sphere of diameter A, 
then 
us 
(l/P’) 
( 277 ) 
(l/P’) 
= 2 - (2 - s + 011 + ol,)p’ 
d s-a1-az-(2/zJ, 
With some effort it can be seen that 1 ~,,,-~(t, f, x, a)1 < Con < cc for 
all (t, Z), (x, 5) E Iw2 (with a:1 = 01~ = 0, Con = 1). This proves (10.1) 
since I R IMJ = I T L.LI . The proof of (10.2) is similar. m 
In the next theorem we apply Lemma 10.1 to the set U,, defined in 
Section 9. This is clearly a starlike r gion. Results imilar to Lemma 10.1 
(with indirect proofs) have been given for regions which are regular or 
strongly Lipschitz, but without precise knowledge of the constants (see, 
e.g., Jerome [ll]; and references therein). We have followed Sobolev [14] 
because we wanted precise knowledge of how the constants depend on the 
region. 
THEOREM 10.2. Let 1 -=c p < 00, d + d - 2 < s - (2/p), and s < 1. 
Suppose f E WP8(Umw). Then 
II E& ll~,(~,-,,-,n) < ~,a~“-‘-‘+~2’n~-~2’“~ Ifl,,,,u,, (10.3) 
for 1 < q < co if0 < r + r” <s-(2/p), andfor 1 < q -=z 2p/[2-(s - r - F)p] 
ifs-22/p <r+r”. 
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The constant Kmlii depends on the same parameters as in Theorem 9.2. 
Proof. We use Lemmas 8.2, 8.3, and 10.1 with R = f - g and g E Pi”, 
the polynomial in Lemma 10.1. Now jl DT”R IIL,[H,,,iinnl s bounded using 
(10.1) or (10.2). For D”QR we use (8.13). Now for j +j < d + 2, using 
(lO.l), we have 
For j + j > d + 2, using Lemma 2.2 as in the proof of Lemma 9.1, we 
can reduce the (j,j) divided difference to a sum of (p, d + d - p) divided 
differences with 1 < p < d, j and 1 < d + 2 - p - 1 < j: 
Now the divided differences can again be estimated by (10.1) and the result 
follows. 1 
COROLLARY 10.3. Suppose in Theorem 10.2 that we also have (9.8) and 
r + r” ,( s - 1 and 2(r + F) < v + 1. Suppose (9.11) and (9.12) hold with 
w = min([(v + 1)/2], v - 2r” + 2) and i;, = min([(v + 1)/2], v - 2r + 2). 
Then (10.3) holds with K,, depending on k, m, fi, r, r”, I, q, s and the constants 
~22, ,?zi in (9.11)-(9.12) and pgm, j?&, in (9.8) and (9.9). 
Using Jensen’s inequality, we immediately obtain 
THEOREM 10.4. Let 1 <p < oo, d+d-2 <s-l <s-(2/p), and 
s < I. Suppose f E W,“(sZ). Then 
/I E,Ei, lIL,(a) < KL3s-r-F+(2’q)--(2’p) If ls.D,,n  
forp<q<coifO<r+r”<s-(2/p)andforp<q<2p/[2-(s-rr?)p] 
if s - (2/p) < r + r”. The constant K depends on the same parameters as 
in Theorem 9.3. 
The analog of Corollary 10.3 also holds for mesh independence in this 
global estimate. 
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